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Introduction and summary
Welcome to the GemCave whitepaper - this quick summary will cover all parts of the GemCave
ecosystem, including the GemCave token, to provide a complete understanding of the range of
products and services that GemCave offers as a whole.
GemCave creates innovative and secure products for the blockchain that include custom smart
contracts, unique and complex tokenomic implementations, dApp utility integrations, blockchain
to web3 soluti9ons, 100% on-chain NFT ecosystems and more.
Our in-house developed technologies are connected through the GemCave Token, a BSC
BEP20 token using a custom smart contract developed in-house that offers special features
such as integration with NFT contracts to allow for use of GemCave Tokens as payment, tax
exemption credits and NFT credits earned through our gaming platform.
The GemCave NFT platform uses BSC ERC-721 NFT technology, using a set of custom smart
contracts that allow us to randomly generate, mint, store and render SVG images all entirely on
the blockchain, without use of external storage or servers for any part of the minting or reading
process. The NFT contract interacts with the token contract to allow GemCave NFTs to be
minted using GEMs only!
The GemCave listing website is a list of BSC projects that also offers featured slots to projects
who wish to gain higher prominence on the listing website, payment for these promotions will be
taken in GEMS. This utility offers the GemCave platform a new influx of holders via the use of
sibling-site association and self-marketing within groups intending to promote GemCave within
their project. A monthly competition is held to determine the top 5 voting communities of the
month, offering them the chance for reduced costs on GemCave services and open partnerships
with GemCave Token.

The GemCave gaming platform are fun web based games that you must hold GEMS to play (for
free) and in return you win prizes like Bitcoin, Etherium, NFT credits, Amazon vouchers,
partnered project tokens and more. Our gaming prize dashboard displays the progress you
make towards your next prize and tells you any pending prizes you have waiting to be
distributed at the next prize distribution.
Our objective for GemCave is to provide a clean and supportive service with all our products,
with an honest crypto-asset in GemCave Token. We believe in transparency and
communication. For further updates and information regarding the token visit our website or ask
a member of the team in our telegram channel.

Disclaimer and fair notice
It is important that you understand the nature of crypto investments - the price can be very
volatile and you could lose your investment. We do not recommend that you buy, sell, hold, trade
or transfer any crypto asset and please do not invest anything you are not willing to lose.
GemCave does not encourage you to buy any cryptocurrency or digital asset, and to never
invest with money you cannot afford to lose. Whilst we make all efforts to meet deadlines and
fulfill promises made in our website and social channels, we cannot be responsible for any loss
of investment due to your trading or investment choices. Our intent is to create fun and unique
crypto games, apps and tokenomic features for the purpose of fun and research, we make no
promise of price or investment suitability of GemCave.
Please take extra care when you operate in the crypto space - beware of scams, people
pretending to be GemCave staff or support staff for any other crypto products such as
Binance. Never share your seed phrase or private key. Never send links or codes that
have been sent to you, to anyone else. Always invest wisely.

Tokenomics and Taxes
We have implemented simple and fair taxes, no huge reflections or rewards that cause
instability. Here is an explanation of what each of our 3 simple taxes are used for:

Marketing & Development
Tax
Marketing & Development
Used for marketing
GemCave technologies and
fund further developments of
GemCave's in-house utility
pool.

Instant Burn Tax
is all instantly burnt - any
token that is burnt can never
be sold, so this greatly
improves the stability.

LP Tax
Is used to fund the liquidity
pool in PancakeSwap.

When you buy, sell or send GEMS to another wallet, the following taxes apply (these tax rates
are viable to change for short durations - details of any tax changes will be well announced
beforehand):

Buy Taxes

Sell Taxes

Transfer Taxes

1% Instant Burn Tax

1% Instant Burn Tax

1% Instant Burn Tax

2% LP Tax

2% LP Tax

2% LP Tax

2% Marketing/Development
Tax

2% Marketing/Development
Tax

2% Marketing/Development
Tax

Token Allocation
We want to be fair, transparent and open - therefore we do not take part in any secret sales,
presales, airdrops or hidden wallets. Tokens are provided to initial liquidity providers and
developers.
40% Liquidity (35BNB locked)
16% Initial Burn
9% Planned Market Cap Burns
4% Dev Wallet
31% Private Sale

Gem Rewards
Through the GemCave Token smart contract, blockchain rewards can be given out for NFTs and
tax free buys. Here is some more information about the blockchain rewards through our very
own smart contract.

NFT Credits
To mint GemCave NFTs you must pay GEMS or use an NFT credit - this will let you mint a NFT
without any GEMS. NFT Credits can be won as a prize on the Spin The Wheel or Gem Miner
games.

Tax-free Buy Credits
These will allow you to buy GEMS without paying any token taxes. Tax-free Credits can be won
on the games or via competitions.

GemCave NFTs
The GemCave NFT is a unique smart contract that solves an ever growing issue of external NFT
asset storage by performing all generation, rendering and storage 100% on-chain.

Minting a GemCave NFT
In order to mint a GemCave NFT, you must own a variable minimum amount of GemCave
Tokens in the wallet you call the mint function from. The GemCave website will allow visitors to
connect their web3 wallet and call the mint function.
The mint function will call the GemCave Token contract to check the wallet has the minimum
balance required, and if so those tokens are burnt.
Once the tokens are burned, the NFT contract will call the GemCave NFT Builder contract that
returns a randomly generated configuration for a GemCave NFT. The NFT contract then verifies
that this configuration does not already exist, and if so it encodes it into Base64 and saves it to
the blockchain and the GemCave NFT is minted.

Viewing a GemCave NFT - getBaseURI
This function is tailored to return the base64 encoded SVG that is returned from the GemCave
NFT Renderer contract. The SVG is generated from the render configuration string stored in the
blockchain.

Trading/selling a GemCave NFT
All our NFT collections will be tradeable via several NFT marketplaces to begin with:
●

Element.market

●

Tofunft.com

●

NFTtrade.com

GemCave Games
An important part of a successful BSC project is to gain attention and popularity - we aim for this
by the release of several fun, simple, free-to-play games that require you to hold GEMS to
participate in. The more GEMS you hold, the more times you can play each game. This fun and
novel feature will bring the attention of investors and new holders to the project.
Spin The Wheel
A simple arcade style game that users to spin a wheel and win one of 5 possible prizes.
Gem Miner
A scratch card style game that users can win large prizes with lower odds than the wheel.
Gem Grabber
A skill-based fully 3D rendered claw machine that plays within the browser, giving users the
opportunity to win tax-free buys, reward bonus credits, NFTs, Amazon vouchers and more.
Prize Dashboard
The prize center is where users can view their pending prizes, some prizes have a minimum
amount before a payout is sent and some require the user to submit more information from their
Prize Center page. You can also trade credits for prizes and view your current plays remaining
on the games.

GemSwap
The development of the GemSwap platform is at first a simple implementation of the
PancakeSwap UI that will allow users to swap BSC tokens for GEMS with the GemCave
branding. This platform will later be upgraded to direct swaps within GemCave owned smart
contracts, meaning that we can avoid the 0.1% PCS tax and either reduce it to 0% or send
100% of any taxes collected via the swap contracts to holders as part of rewards.
Once this swap tax feature is enabled, we can also begin implementing farms and staking for
GEMS that will give our token more utility and routes of investment for holders to utilize their
GEMS with.

Roadmap
The best place to see roadmap updates is via our social media and Telegram channels as they
are evolving and changing all the time - but for reference here are both the marketing and
product roadmaps for April 2022:

The Team
We are a UK based team who specialize in marketing, development, smart contracts and project
management. We have all the skills needed to fulfill the objectives of this project.

UK Core Team
Gragas - North UK based project coordinator and CEO director.
Gem Caver- South UK based social media coordinator and ad executive.
Gem Dev - North UK based solidity, app and web developer.
Neon - Midlands based graphic designer and illustrator for ads, games and NFT visuals.

Worldwide Marketing Team
We have a team of over 10 associated specialists from all over the world who are active in
promotions, marketing and social media promotion of GemCave.

Official Links
We recommend you visit the website for the latest links
GemCave Homepage: https://gemcave.org
Token Website: https://token.gemcave.org/
NFTs: https://nft.gemcave.org
Listings: https://listing.gemcave.org
Gem Swap: https://swap.gemcave.org
Telegram: https://t.me/GemCaveOfficial
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cave_gem
PancakeSwap:
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap#/swap?outputCurrency=0x5c647208486231beccabaacf5f2b
7358937d3b99
BSC Scan: https://bscscan.com/token/0x5c647208486231beccabaacf5f2b7358937d3b99
Initial Burn:
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xc94ff8f4ecc2ac36ae955b31bbf87c64bf4f2d6f95f19ed2a1397fe1a8915
21f
500k Burn:
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x79fe0271779a7f1c7069c4d91babad7c0e5e18f48bd098e0648d9957fa
eb380b
1m Burns:
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xd8e569a952b83a92893b943d2b84529622e07869a4107fb267f7ef63c3
beaf90
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xabf56c7ea381ce95f5118de36b2fa76e935a4f9a84bc4f6aa6e86216a31
a77ee
Locked Liquidity:
https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0x5c647208486231becCABAACf5F2B7358937D3b99?nam
e=GemCave%20Token&symbol=GEMS

